REQUIREMENTS
PHOTO REQUIREMENTS:
 9,5cm x 7cm (landscape) x1
 9,5cm x 14,5cm (portrait) x1
 The circle wreath can be used to
showcase a large photo (18cm x 18cm) or
a series of smaller photos instead.

CONSUMABLES REQUIRED:
 VersaMagic Chalk Ink – Cloud White
 VersaMagic Chalk Ink – PinkPetunia
 VersaMagic Chalk Ink – Aloe Vera
 Liquid Pearls – White or Platinum Pearl
 Stickles – Star Dust
 Sanding block
 Foam tape

CUTTING GUIDE (all measurements are width x height)
L - left page

Celebr8 “FAMILY TIES” Collection
PATTERN: COVER SHEET
 Fussy-cut elements
PATTERN: PP7401 TIGHT-KNOT
 27,5cm x 30,5cm (collage on LEFT side) L
 27,5cm x 30,5cm (collage on RIGHT side) R
PATTERN: PP7404 COMPASSION
 4cm x 30,5cm (x2) (music notes side) L & R
 19cm x 19cm (blue wash side)
 10cm x 7,5cm (blue wash side) L
PATTERN: PP7405 GENEROSITY
 Scallop border strip R
 5cm x 18cm (stripes side) L
 3cm x 13cm (stripes side) R
 20,5cm x 21,5cm (damask side) L
 16cm x 9cm (damask side) R

R – right page

PATTERN: PP7406 RESPECTFUL
 10cm x 7,5cm (pink proteas block) L
 10cm x 15cm (green dots block) L
 10cm x 15cm (green Moroccan tile block) R
PATTERN: PP7407 JOYOUS
 Quote border strip
 10cm x 7,5cm (quote block) R
PATTERN: PP7408 FUN-FILLED
 10cm x 15cm (pink vintage block) R
PATTERN: PP7409 CHEERFUL
 Fussy-cut wreath image
PATTERN: PP7410 AFFECTIONATE
 Fussy-cut required elements
PATTERN: PP7411 UNCONDITIONAL
 Fussy-cut required elements

Instructions to complete the layout:
1. Use a sanding block to sand all the edges of patterned papers, photo mats and fussy-cut
images.
2. Prepare your chipboard words: Cut the selected items carefully from the chipboard frame.
Apply white ink to all selected chipboards. Lightly dab the other 2 colours to the tops & bottoms
of the chipboards, blending slightly with a dauber (or your finger) to create a shaded/ombre
effect. Allow to dry completely. Apply Liquid Pearls to the “mother” & “daughter” words and
allow to dry.
3. Adhere the 2 pieces of COMPASSION (music notes) strips to the outer edges of both TIGHTKNOT papers, (floral collage images on both outer edges of the papers.) Stick them to the
underside of the TIGHT-KNOT papers, making sure that each page measures 12” (30,5cm)
before sticking down.
4. Adhere quote border strip to the left page, along the border of the music notes paper.
5. Adhere scalloped border strip & quote strip to the right page, along the music notes border.
6. Adhere the following to the LEFT page:
GENEROSITY (stripes) piece, flush against the bottom edge & 7,5cm from the left.
GENEROSITY (damask) piece, flush against the bottom & 12cm from the left side.
(Trim at the right edge & adhere the remaining piece to the right page (approx. 3cm)
RESPECTFUL (green dots) piece, flush against the top & 10,5cm from the left.
RESPECTFUL (pink proteas) piece, approx. 9,5cm from the left & 1cm from the top.
COMPASSION (blue wash) piece, approx. 8,5cm from the left & top.

7. Adhere the following to the RIGHT page:
GENEROSITY (stripes) piece, flush against the quote strip & 1cm from the top.
GENEROSITY (damask) piece, flush against the quote strip & 3,5cm from the top.
RESPECTFUL (green Moroccan), approx. 4,5cm from the right & 2,5cm from the top.
FUN-FILLED (pink vintage) piece, approx. 5,5cm from the right & 4cm from the bottom.
JOYOUS (quote block), approx. 3,5cm from the right & 3cm from the top.
8. Raise the entire protea wreath fussy-cut image with foam tape & adhere to the COMPASSION
(blue wash) piece. Cut vertically at approx. 13cm from the left side. Adhere to the centre of the
layout.
9. Adhere both prepared chipboard titles to the layout as per picture.
10. Embellish layout with fussy-cut images as per picture. Raise some with foam tape for extra
dimension.
11. Adhere Moroccan tile images from the acetate sheet & domes as per picture.
12. Apply Liquid pearls to the chipboard Moroccan tile pieces and adhere to layout.
13. Apply Stickles to the protea images for extra sparkle.
Hope you have enjoyed completing this layout 😊😊
Love,

